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Abstract 

Grass root participation and people engagement are the vital elements for the development and growth in a sustainable matter 
of a country. India has the largest democracy in the world which is yet to reach its true sense, Participatory Democracy is the key 
through which we can develop a healthy environment, administration, socio-economic development for its people. Citizen’s 
participation is the vital component of participatory Democracy. Due to this there is a strong system of local self-governance, Citizens 
are well aware of their problems and know what actual is the requirement to resolve the issue, which call for citizen engagement 
especially at the rural level , followed by handling over more powers to the local and regional communities, Decentralisation in the 
political system can help to reach our goals faster and stimulate active participation from people side, we are yet to achieve democracy 
by the people in India and promote equality, justice and opportunity for all, without any discrimination made on the bases of religion, 
racial and ethnicity, promoting smooth and health relation between the centre and state and making India green politically and 
ecologically green and encouraging gender based equality and opportunity to participate in political matters. 

 
Keywords:Participatory Democracy, Decentralisation, Grass Root Participation, People Engagement, Citizen Participation, Local 
Self-Governance. 
 
Introduction 

The relation between the state and the society is dysfunctional which can be repaired by the actions of the civilians of our 
country, we can rise out our apathy and make India a Democratic country in the true sense of the term, we have a democracy for the 
people and of the people, we need to work to make the democracy by the people, where grass root and every citizen is part of the 
decision-making process. 

 
The term Democracy came from Greek political and philosophical thought in the city-state of Athens. the word comes from 

the Greek word Demos which means common people and Kratos means strength.It means different things for different people and it 
works in a different way in countries.India has the world’s largest democracy, it was formed post-Independence era in the year 1947.  

 
In India every citizen has the right to vote without making any distinction to which caste, creed, sex, race they belong 

to.Present day democracy means a system of government in which the citizens exercise power directly or elect representatives from 
among themselves to form a governing body, such as a parliament. It is also referred to as the rule of majority.The power can’t be 
inherited.People elect their leaders. Representative stand in an election and the citizens vote for their representative.The representative 
with most number of votes gets the power. One of the tenets of democracy is that all members of the society must be equal,equality 
must be present in the individual voting,denying individuals the right to vote is contrary to the function of government. 
India is the world’s largest democracy.India adopted a democratic form of government in the year 1947.A Democratic form of 
government provides the right to vote  and  choose  their leaders .Right to vote is provided to everyone without making any 
discrimination on the basis of caste, colour, creed  religion and gender. It has five democratic principles-sovereign, socialist, secular, 
democratic and republic. 
 

There are two types of democracy:Direct and representative.In a direct democracy , the people directly deliberate and decide 
on legislation. In a representative democracy the people elect representatives to deliberate and decide on legislation, such as in 
parliamentary or presidential democracy.India is a quasi-federal democratic republic with a parliamentary system of government and 
has a representative democracy. 

 
Research Methodology 

For the purpose of this exploration, I have used an amalgamation of two of the archetypical social sciences research tools 
application –as they are authentic   and brilliant method to assemble statistics from multiple appellants in a methodical and convenient 
way. Question was asked to the parents and their children, survey, interviews –consisting of several interrogation which were 
dispersed among representative of each contender group. 
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Objective of the Research Paper 
The main areas of exploration in this paper incorporates 
1.What is Democracy and its importance in India 
2. What is Participatory democracy in India and why is it gaining momentum 
3. What are merits of Participatory democracy and how much it has been applied in the case of India. 
4. Why grass root involvement and people’s participation are necessary for the development of nation 
 
Literature Review 

India has a population of 1.38 billion and has a representative form of government,which has a lot of disadvantage for a 
country like India who has to be responsible to such a large population.Representatives may distort peoples demands to suit their 
political preferences, they may not make themselves accountable enough between elections and can only be removed by elections if 
they lose the respect of the people, the electoral mandate of representatives is flawed, as voters have to accept or reject a whole 
manifesto, not being able to make clarify which parts of it they oppose and there is more information is this day and make better 
decisions. During election representatives influence people,citizens may vote in favour of a party under the influence of the 
majority.Compelled or influenced by opinions of those around, a person may not use his own judgment when voting.Moreover, a lot 
of expenditure is made on elections.Even candidates may use money to attract the masses to vote for them, this results in wastage of 
money and resources. 

 
On the other hand, participatory democracy gives weight to equal votes, unlike a representative system where the varying 

sizes of constituencies mean that votes do not have equal value. It encourages popular participation in politics by expecting people to 
take their duties as citizens seriously, Removes the need for trusted representatives as people can take responsibility for their own 
decisions, Develops a sense of community and genuine debate. Politicians may be corrupt and incompetent and put loyalty to their 
party before responsibility to the electorate or betray promises. Direct democracy is the only true form of democracy (rule by the 
people) especially as parties and pressure groups are often run by elites pursuing their own agendas, not truly representing people. 

 
Citizen’s participation is the vital component of participatory Democracy. Due to this there is a strong system of local self-

governance.The constituents are broadly participated in the direction and for the operation of political systems .The most initiatives 
are successful because of their ownership in the projects which are through direct involvement in the key decisions that affect people 
most directly . Although it is difficult complicated time-consuming and sometimes impossible to promote citizens’ participation in 
decision making, when consensus-based decisions are made the results are often legitimate and more widely approached than 
resolution made by elected officials acting unaided. This is known as the slow-fast method of making decision because consensus-
building can be laboriously slow in the initial stages but once there is a broad agreement policy implementation can be fast and more 
effective.  

 
India needs to move towards a Participatory democracy and the people needs to be a part of the decision-making process 

especially in the rural India.  According to United Nations Development Programme (1993) “participation is a method in which people 
are firmly engaged in the political, economic and socio-cultural processes that affect their living.” Participation in development can be 
define as the full participation of the people in development which affect their livelihood without discrimination made on the basis of 
gender, race, age, class, sexual orientation or disability. 

 
Findings 

Since rural development is a people’s programme, it is essential that people should take active part in rural development 
activities. For the achievement of any development programmes, people’s involvement is paramount. Without people’s participation 
success of rural development programmes cannot be ensured. Every programme which is financially depends on the government, 
invariably have a short life unless citizens participate in them actively and continuously. 

 
People’s energetic engagement in rural progress has amplified the interest of the researcher in the field of social sciences. 

They came to the conclusion that people should take active part in the rural development activities. Other objectives of the new 
development strategy like to be fulfilled when people start to participate in all aspects of the development process, namely decision 
making, implementation, monitoring and evaluation and benefit sharing. 

 
 The notion of people’s involvement, grass root involvement in the rural development programmes has received remarkable 
importance. Different committees constituted for the purpose of rural development, organizations and different writers of not only 
India but also the world analysis people’s participation in development process in different ways In the Balawant Rai Mehta 
committee  was discovered that the rural development can become a reality only with the people’s engagement in the development 
process. 
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Moreover, people living in rural India knows better about their problems and what can help them to live a better life.Every 

state and every village have a different problem based on geographical and environment changes for which the involvement of local 
community is necessary because they know what will help the village as a whole,  if government wants to work for the development 
of these states. Rural-urban connectivity becomes necessary. 

 
Community and individual participation are necessary to achieve the socio-economic uplift for all sections of the society. 

Active participation of the community/ individuals will help in preparation and execution of effective development action plan by 
making assessment of the felt needs and constraints of the people easier and will also help in mobilising resources for effective 
planning implementation.Involving Local participation will also minimized the cost of implementation of the development 
programmes by reducing the cost of supervision and by eliminating irrelevant components in the action plan. And the speed of 
implementation of the programmes by mobilizing popular support and co-operation between groups having diversified objectives and 
interests. 

 
Community participation in developmental activities makes the tasks of monitoring and supervision more effective. This 

ultimately reduces the amount of leakages of resources, both material and human, in the delivery system and in this process minimizes 
the distortion effect in the implementation of the plan. 
 

The paramount agenda for society engagement in the process of growth , planning  and its implementations that that it is 
primarily pre requisite to eradicate unequal distribution of power and means of production between groups so as to  re-establish our 
prevailing society in service of the  vulnerable and deprived  sector , since creation of poverty is a consequence of concentration of 
power in a few high class or rich people of  our society and poverty acts as a major hurdle to achieve the aims  of development effort. 
Hence,People being part of decision –making process has more benefits for the future of India and can help in the economic growth of 
the country.   
 

The biggest problem in India is that political engagement is affected through political participation. There must be cross-
sector partnerships. Political Options and control should be fascinated for reasons. There must be self-management. Municipalities 
should be given the responsibility to regulate all local affairs.There must be legal mandated duties and urban development plans. The 
participatory democracy must provide potency as well as authority.  There are two further yardstick for estimating participatory 
governance: through the effort of Putnam, the magnificent gravity of social funds to the well-functioning of economy, administration 
and politics should gain limelight. 
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India’s aims to achieve the SDG goals requires the active participation of all communities and individuals to end poverty and 
hunger.  

 
There are certain drawbacks as to why India can’t adopt itself to direct democracy which needs to be resolved as community 

involvement is required for better development .Majority of Indians are uneducated and the awareness level is low  A great diversity 
of communities and different groups of people, an unanimous decision for the national good is too tough in India .First of all there 
needs to be an increase in the awareness programme related to subject matter in both rural and urban area, the rural people should be 
made aware of the problems and the local government should take an initiative to educate them about the subject matter. 

 
Moreover, Individuals as stakeholder should be involved in matters which are related to their future and will affect them 

economically and socially. For example, in the development of rural area or resolving an issue related to farmers problem the people 
and community involved will be from the rural and few people who are given the authority to resolve it and not the urban population. 
Apart from this the major problem in India, almost half of the citizens nolonger bother to vote. During elections we can across many 
social and economic hurdles. The leadership is almost being lost. The wealth and power are vested with upper class people. 

 
The Participatory governance can gain importance if it supports social funds. During the articulation of policies, the 

integration of citizens with their confined apprehension would lead to newfangled and provincially problem solving. In the decision-
making stage, participatory governance would go along with feasible policies in the society, because, as exponent assert,citizens 
would prefer to have a healthy environment for themselves and their future generations 

. 
The participatory democracy in India aims to make India a representative democracywhich involve maximum 

citizen’s participation in government decisions process. Paramount among them is revoking elections, but the power to reject 
candidates in an election would also be important.There lies a  has confused direct democracy with the participatory democracy. Real 
participatory democracy mean representatives, are bound to make decisions in which people involvement and requirements are given 
equal importance. Citizens can vote on the paramount topics and countermand the politicians, among other alternative. 

 
The voices of civil society and in specific, of those who stand to return the most from an enlargement of democratic expanse 

have gone unheard” People participate in the decision-making process as it will have an impact on their lives.Participatory governance 
is an important element for the development of the nation where grass root involvement should be made mandatory . 

 
However, the India green party is working to make India a true democracy by ensuring that all citizens have the right to 

express their views and participate in the decision-making process in the field of environment, administration, social, cultural and 
economy which has a direct impact on their lives, where the local and regional communities have the power to take decision for their 
regions and higher officers restrict themselves in certain matter. The green party stands against the undemocratic practices being 
prevalent in India further fight against corruption , discrimination , human rights abuse and oppose media concentration and corporate 
political capital , along with it eradicate systematic discrimination on the basis of ethnic , religion and racial , formation of an electoral 
system which respects the alternative ideas and creation of new and small parties , ask for support from grass root movements and 
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organisation of civil society who are working and aiming to make the government accountable, transparent and democratic at all levels 
from local to globe, assisting people who provide young people the opportunity to be part of every political action through education, 
standing against gender equality, stimulating equal opportunity for both men and women to be part of the decision making process in 
all political, economic and social sector. Promote citizens with the right to information and make media easily accessible and free, 
working for making electronic , radio, communication, Information technology universally accessible to all its people at a cheap rate 
so that everyone can get access to it,ensure the right to defence and practice corresponding between crime and punishment, encourage 
public funding for elections and make sure that all funding are transparent and accountable, there is unbiased influence whether 
recognised or otherwise, encourage the separation of powers between the executive, judiciary and legislative and keep religion and 
state as separate entity, oppose corporate domination of government as they are impoverished of their right to equal political 
participation, stimulate the development and strength and support local government, work for providing efficient service to the 
citizens, power and sustainable development by re –establishing in the state institution and making them more transparent and 
accountable, also promote global governance based on the principle of one vote, one utility, instead of using unconventional means to 
win election.The government is working to make India fully democratic and promote participatory democracy by the above measures. 
 
Conclusion 

Today majority countries have accepted democracy as a system of government. India adopted democracy as a system of 
governance during its Independence, providing everyone the right to vote and form its government. It been 73 years of Independent 
still we have not achieved democracy in the true sense of the term which is backed by corruption, religion, federalism, regionalism, 
illiteracy. All the decisions are made at the central level where the local bodies have no or less power, grass root involvement in India 
is very rare. Only a few villages have allowed grass root involved and promotes people’s engagement in the development process 
which has resulted in great success, grass root involvement is necessary as people know better about their problems and can provide 
solutions to it, what is required is coordination and funds for the development, if participatory governance is provided it can result in 
fast and smooth development of the nation which can promote sustainable development. A healthy relation between the centre and the 
state and powers to be given to the states in development process, as every state has a different issue which a few leaders can’t resolve 
sitting at the top, it requires an in-depth research and analysis with a clear interaction with the people. Decentralisation is the key 
which can promote participatory democracy and result in a healthy development of environment, economic and politics for the 
betterment of the country by eradicating corruption and allow free flow of funds. 
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